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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA , U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, AND COUNTIES COOPERATING

RESPONSIBILITIES
EXTENSION AGRONOMY
Department of Agronomy and Plant Genetics
1991 Upper Buford Circle
411 Bor1aug Hall
University of Minnesota
St. Paul, MN 55108
Telephone: 612-625-8700
NAME

RESPONSIBILITY

Roger Becker

Extension Weed Scientist: Weeds and weed control-forages and pasture; water quality
issues relative to herbicides

Beverly Durgan

Extension Weed Scientist: Weeds and weed control-small grains, sunflowers, minor
crops; weed and plant identification

Jeff Gunsolus

Extension Weed Scientist: Weeds and weed control- com and soybeans

Nancy Ehlke

Associate Professor: Grass and legume seed cropping practices

Lee Hardman

Extension Agronomist: Oat, edible bean, soybean and misc. oilseed crop management.

Dale Hicks

Extension Agronomist: Com and sunflower cropping practices

Neal Martin

Extension Agronomist: Forage crop and pastureland practices

Ervm Oelke

Extension Agronomist: Wheat, barley, rye, wild rice and miscellaneous grain cropping
practices

EXTENSION ENTOMOLOGY
Department of Entomology
1980 Folwell Avenue
219 Hodson Hall
University of Minnesota
St. Paul, MN 55108
Telephone 624-9272
NAME

RESPONSIBILITY

MarkAscemo

Department Head and Extension Entomologist: floriculture and shade tree entomology,
coordinator of Dial-U Clinic.

Jeff Hahn

Assistant Extension Entomologist: Dial-U Insect & Plant Information Clinic (70%); home,
tree, shrub, lawn and garden insects.

Bill Hutchison

Extension Entomologist: insect pests of commercial vegetables (except potatoes) and
forage crops.

Vera Krischik

(Start date: June 1, 1994) Extension Entomologist: insect pest management in residential
environments; landscape and structural.

Dave Noetzel

Extension Entomologist: small grain, sunflower, potato, alternative crops, insects of man
and animal, insecticides and bees, 4-H, pesticide impact assessment and food safety.

Ken 0 tlie

Extension Entomologist: field com and soybean insects. Integrated pest management
program and water quality.

Marla Spivak

Extension Apiculturist: management, diseases and pests of honey bees.

Bhadriraju Subrarnanyam (Subi) Extension Entomologist: pesticide impact assessment and stored-grain pest management.

Dial-U Insect & Plant Information Clinic is open daily from 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 1-900-988-0500.
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EXTENSION PLANT PATHOLOGY
Department of Plant Pathology
1991 Upper Buford Circle
495 Borlaug Hall
University of Minnesota
St. Paul, MN 55108
Telephone: 625-6290
NAME

RESPONSIBILITY

Cynthia L. Ash

Assistant Extension Plant Pathologist: Dial U Clinic, Di eases of shade tree , woody
ornamentals, home lawns and gardens.

Sandee Gould

Assistant Scientist: Plant Disease Clinic. The Plant Disease Clinic i open daily from
9:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m. 625-1275.

Dean Herzfeld

Extension Educator/Associate Professor: Pesticide Applicator Training, Pe ticide Regulations.

Roger K. Jones

Extension Plant Pathologist: Potato, sugar beet and small grain diseases.

Richard A. Meronuck

Extension Plant Pathologist: Grain storage and mycotoxins, dry beans.

Frank L. Pfleger

Extension Plant Pathologist: Diseases of vegetable crops and floriculture plants.

Ward C. Stienstra

Extension Plant Pathologist: Diseases of soybeans, com, commercial turf, forages and
commercial fruits.

AREA EXTENSION EDUCATORS-CROP PEST MANAGEMENT
Fritz Breitenbach

SE Minnesota

SE District
Extension Office
863 30th A venue SE
Rochester, MN 55904-4915
(507) 280-2870

Kevin Cavanaugh

WC & SW Minnesota

Area Extension Office--CPM
West Central Expt. Station
Morris,MN 56267
(612) 589-1711

Carlyle Holen

NW Minnesota

Area Extension Office--CPM
Northwest Expt. Station
Ag. Research Center
Crookston, MN 56716
(218) 281-8691

SMALL GRAINS
summerdeliveringpoorquality seed, loweryield, vomitoxin,
feeding and milling constrains and a lower market value for
the crop. The second punch could be delivered this spring in
regards to establishing a good stand. Presently, not much can
be done about avoiding the first punch since nothing can
prevent excessive wet weather during the flowering of small
grains. However, small grain producers can do something to
guard against the second punch this spring be using a
fungicide seed treatment.

SEED TREATMENT RECOMMENDED FOR 1994
SMALL GRAIN PLANTING-Small grain producers in
western Minnesota from Iowa to the Canadian border are
gearing up for small grain planting. After last year's disaster
with wheat scab growers are well informed of the effects of
the disease.
Wheat scab is capable of delivering a two season punch
to small grain producers. The first punch came at harvest last
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SMALL GRAINS/Continued
Nearly all small grain producers in western Minnesota
and the eastern Dakotas will use a seed treatment at planting
for their barley and hard spring wheat. Two hangover factors
from 1993 have made seed treatment a must in 1994. These
twofactorsareloweredseedquality(presenceofscabfungus
m/on healthy seeds coupled with reduced vigor) and the high
probability of soil conditions at planting time favoring the
advance of seedling blights. Not only is scab (Fusarium
graminearum) seedling blight a threat, but so are Pythium
spp., Rhizoctonia spp., and common root rot fungi. All of
the e fungi can cause seed rot or damping off under different
oil conditions.Warm dry soil will favor Fusarium seedling
blight, cool wet soil will favor the advance of Pythium spp.,
cool dry soil favors the advance of Rhizoctonia spp., and
common root rot will be favored in warm dry soil conditions
that are first preceded by a wet soil moisture phase for initial
root infection. Seed treatments available on the market can
work effectively against all of these seedling blights.

quality seed lot that will not require a seed treatment. In
conversations with seed lab people at Minnesota and North
Dakota, all have consistently observed lower seed vigor, no
matter what the percent germination, with the 1993 seed lots
that were tested. This is a red flag. Seed lots with high
germination of 95-98% will not necessarily have a high
percent emergence. Greenhouse seed treatment tests conducted atNorth Dakota State University and at theN orthwest
Experiment Station-Crookston observed a range of 10-30%
decrease in percent emergence of untreated versus treated
seeds. Growers should be concerned about seed lots that have
high levels of scab even after commercial cleaning. Emergence of untreated seed from this type of seed lot in greenhouse trials (Crookston) was reduced by nearly 50% compared to fungicide treated seed in the same lot. This is telling
us that the seed vigor is weak and any stressful conditions at
planting will cause reduced stands. The addition of a seed
treatment at planting is going to give germinating seed added
protection to get small grains established.

Will high seed germination be a reason to forgo seed
treatments in 1994? Maybe, if you are lucky. It will be the
grower' gamble or the good fortune to have a very high

Seed treatments offer a variety of protection against
several seed- and soilborne diseases (see table below).

Quick guide to small grain seed treatment fungicides

Disease

Captan

Carboxin

Fungicide Chemical Name
Mancozeb
Maneb
lmazalil

(S)*

(S)

Wheat/barley
loose smuts

+**

Barley
covered
Smuts

+

Seedling
blights
Common
Root Rot

+

+

(S)

+
+

+

PCNB<1> Thiram TBZ<2>

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Source: Seed Treatment for Disease Control. Extension Bulletin PP-447, 1993, North Dakota State University,
Fargo, ND
+•• = activity against disease
(St = systemic fungicide
(i) PCNB = pentachloronitrobenze
2
( 1 TBZ = thiabendazole

associated with wheat seed lots to be planted unless one
observed the seed lot field at heading the previous year to
ascertain the percent loose smut visible. The observance of
2%+ loose smut in a wheat field that would be used for seed

Making the deci ion as to what seed treatment one will
need will depend on previous cropping history and past
hi tory of mall grain diseases associated with the field.
There i no way of knowing what percent loose smut is
4

•

•

planting would warrant a seed treatment and also give the
grower an economic payback for the cost of the seed
treatment. A systemic seed treatment fungicide containing
carboxin (eg. Vitavax) will work effectively against this
seedbome disease.
Another disease that is more prevalent in some areas of
the Red River Valley is common root rot. A seed treatment
containing imazalil would then enter the decision making
process. Many seed treatment combinations can be made
that will have activity against loose smuts, seedling blights,
and common root rot. A seed treatment insecticide can be
added to the fungicide treatment but one must refer to the
specific label for directions or any restrictions. In order to
make the decision as to what seed treatment to.choose, the
grower must consider the seed quality, yield, goal, soil
conditions at planting time, diseases that are of the most
concern and dollar input limitations.

treated commercially then they hould u a planter
treatment. That mean if you have to treat th
d in
5
gallon barrel, bu hel baske or a cem nt nu er, treat th
seed. Remember, treat only the eed you will plant; unu d
treatedseedhasnootheru es. Ifevertherew a arfor d
treatments, this is it.
Kevin Cavanaugh
/PM Speciali r- Morri

Adjusting Small Grain Seeding Rate For 199
The
severity of- last year's scab on wheat and bar! y cau ed
·reduced vigor in seed lots. Germination te conducted at
Crop Improvement labs have con i tenlly hown reduced
vigorin the 1993 seed lots compared to the 1992crop. Much
of the reduced vigor is due to scab but other factors uch a
uneven or late maturity or wet conditions at harve t may al o
have contributed to lower vigor. Seed lots having a high
germination percentage may exhibit lower field em rgence
rates under unfavorable conditions.

In recent seed treatment greenhouse studies done at
North Dakota State University and at the Crookston Research Station they have found that most commercial seed
treatments available worked equally well in observation
against seedling blights. Small grains germinate at soil
temperatures around 37-39"F. The scab fungus attached in
or on seed coats will be hampered at these cold soil temperatures. However, if the soil warms up to temperatures above
60oF (warm and dry soil) at planting this will greatly favor
rapid growth of the scab fungus. If this rapid warm up of soil
were to materialize it could overwhelm seed treatments.

Growers should make sure their seed is cleaned and
tested for germination; use of certified eed assure this.
Growers should also use a seed treatment on their barley and
wheat in 1994. This will give added protection to get the best
seedling establishment. However, seed treatments will not
save all seeds. Because of the presence of scab on eed coats
and poor vigor with the 1993 seed lots, growers should al o
consider adjusting their seeding rates upward in addition to
using a seed treatment.

Seed treatments for small grains are strongly recommended this year. Most growers already have had their seed
commercially or privately treated in advance of planting.
Even if you are planting 1992 seed it would be wise to use a
seed treatment because of the possible soil conditions favoring other seedling blights. If one cannot find or get their seed

In Minnesota we have historically observed a I0%
decrease in stand after planting under normal growing
conditions. The table below suggests seeding rate increase
that should compensate for the reduced stand that may occur
with this year's seed.

Germination percent and suggested seeding rate increases for 1994 Minnesota seed lots.
Percent Germination of Untreated Seed

Suggested Percent Increase in Seeding Rate of
Treated Seed

95
90
80-85

10
12
15

<80

Normally not recommended for seeding

Growers should carefully take into consideration their
planting experience, quality of seed, and efficacy of seed
treatment before making their decision to increase their
seeding rates.

Kevin Cavanaugh
/PM Specialist-Morris
Ervin A. Oelke
Extension Agronomist-Crops
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growth with flowers and/or fruits, if available. If sending
weed seedlings or vegetative plants, please send the
entire plant, including the roots. Roots are not normally
needed for identification of older plants.

Weeds
WEED IDENTIFICATl ON-It is again time to begin
thinking about weed identification. Accurate weed identification is important for effective, economical control and
should be the first step in an effective weed control program.
Local authonties, such as county agents, crop consultants,
Vo-Ag teachers, or agricultural inspectors, can help with
identify mg most weed species. However, if there is a weed
identification problem that cannot be solved locally, you can
mall plant specimens to Bev Durgan, Extension Agronomist-Weed Control, 411 Borlaug Hall, University ofMinnesota. St. Paul, MN 55108. I will identify them and give
control recommendations as soon as possible. Please observe the following suggestions for preparing your weed
samples so that I will have a good specimen to examine.

4. Provide the following information on the weed to be
identified or use the prepared Plant Identification forms
available from the Agronomy Extension Office or your
local county extension office:
,/ Type of root system (tap root, fibrous root, rhizomes, etc.).
,/ Does the plant have milky juice in the stem or leaves
(yes or no)?
./Where is the plant growing? (pasture, fence row,
row-crop field, etc.)
,/ Type of growth (erect, prostate, viny, etc.).
./Write on the outside of the envelope ''Plant Identification Sample."
./If you want weed control recommendations, please
indicate the area where the weed is to be controlled.
For example: roadside, pasture, com, small grains,
etc.
Beverly R. Durgan
Extension Agronomist-Weed Control

J. Do Not put weeds into plastic bags or wrap in plastic
wrap.
2. Do put the weeds in a fold of paper towel or fold of
newspaper. Press overnight (under a heavy book, etc.),
and mail them in the paper. Plants can be folded, if
necessary, to accommodate the envelope.
3. Send in an identifiable portion of the weed, usually top

MISCELLANEOUS
Among the product specific WPS requirements to be
found on pesticides labels that are NOT delayed and DO go
into effect April 15, 1994 are:

WORKER PROTECTION STANDARD-On April 6,
1994 President Bill Clinton signed into law a partial delay of
the Worker Protection Standard (WPS). At this time we are
waiting for more information from EPA regarding the
implications of the partial delay. The information below is
preliminary and may be subject to some change as more
information about the delay is made available.

,/ maintaining and providing personal protective equipment for handlers and early-entry workers as specified
on the label
,/ following the labeled Restricted Entry Interval requirements
,/ posting fields AND orally notifying workers about a
pesticide application ifthe pesticide label requires BOTII
posting and oral notification of workers

Contrary to many news reports the entire WPS has NOT
been delayed. Only the general WPS requirements that are
not found on pesticides labels have been delayed to
January 1, 1995. Product specific WPS requirements that
appear on the label of the pesticide the applicator has in hand
DO go into effect Friday, April 15, 1994.

The legislation also makes some changes to the WPS
including:
,/ removes the one hour per person per day time limit for
early entry workers with pesticide contact doing nonhand labor tasks
,/ removes crop 'advisors' (crop consultants and crop
scouts) from WPS coverage, at least for the remainderof
1994.

Among the general WPS requirements delayed until
January 1, 1995 are:
./ pesticide safety training for both workers and handlers

.I providing pesticide decontamination supplies
./ notification of pesticide application
./ pesticide application information required to be displayed at a central location on the farm, greenhouse,
nursery or forest
./ di playing the pesticide safety poster at the central
location

For more information about both general and product
specific (on the label) WPS requirements see the WPS 'How
To Comply' manual.
Dean Herefeld
Extension Educator/Associate Professor
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inarefrigeratorand endtothelabas . oon po. 1ble. Pie s
provide the following information:
Name, address and phone number
Identifying # or name for each . ample
County and town hip in which field i · located
Number of acres represented by the ample
Crop history (2-4 years)
Submit samples and the $15.00 feel ample, pa ·able to
the U of MN, to the:
Plant Disease Clinic
495 Borlaug Hall
UofMN
1991 Upper Buford Circle
St. Paul, MN 55108
Sandee Gould
Plant Disease Clinic

CLINIC REPORTS
SAMPLING PROCEDURE FOR SOYBEAN CYST
NEMATODE TESTING-Soybean cyst nematodes (SCN)
are NOT evenly distributed in a field. This narural variability of SCN makes the soil sampling process important. A
good time to sample is following crop harvest in the fall
(preferred) or in the spring before planting. To collect a good
representative sample, walk the area to be sampled (not over
10 acres) in a zig-zag pattern, collecting soil in a soil probe
(1 inch by 6-8 inches deep) at each direction change. After
collecting about 50 small samples in a bucket, mix well and
remove stones, stems, etc. Place 1-2 pints of well-mixed soil
in a plastic bag. NOTE that samples less than l_pt. are too
small to process. Identify each sample with an indelible
marker. Keep the samples in a cool area, out of direct
sunlight, to avoid heat buildup and drying of samples. Store

DIAL U
the lawn at all in spring. If you want to fertilize this spring, wait
till grass is growing and is about ready to mow. Be sure to cake
advantage of lawn clippings as providers of nutrients; let them
decompose on the lawn rather than bagging them up. Cut often
enough so clippings are small, or buy a mulching mower.
Uncover roses and flowering perennials in the Twin Cities
area. Wait another week or two, depending on how far north
you live. Remove mulch from strawbenies as you see them
starting new growth. You may wish to keep the straw between
the rows in the garden, though, in case you need to quickly recover plants if we have a cold snap.
Another major topic this time of year has been pruning.
People are concerned about trees that "bleed" sap from winter
or spring pruning sites. Luckily, the sap that's lost does not
appear to harm trees if they've been pruned properly.
Wait to prune lilacs and other spring-blooming shrubs.
Enjoy the flowers first, then prune. Hold off on evergreens until
sometime in June when it's quite obvious where the new
growth is. (For more detailed instructions see F0-0628,
Pruning Trees and Shrubs, by Mervin Eisel.)
Transplanting questions go right along with pruning ones.
Spring transplanting should be done as soon as the soil is dry
enough to work. When transplanting trees and shrubs from one
location to another in your yard, prune the top growth to some
degree in order to make up for any root damage that occurs (and
inevitably, some will).
The same pruning is important for any trees or shrubs you
plant bare root from a nursery. The sooner you plant bare root
stock, the better chance they'll have at establishment before
more stressful conditions of heat and drying winds set in.
Sowbugs have been common lately, especially as we have
had more warm weather. Sowbugs are about 3/4 mch long,
dark-colored, and resemble little turtles or armadillos. For the
most part, sowbugs found in homes this spring came from
hiding places within the building, such as the foundation or
outside walls. As sowbugs awake from their winter slumber,
they most likely become trapped indoors instead of getting
outside. Despite the circumstantial evidence, they do not breed
in buildings but are simply survivors from last fall.

County Agents: Please Alert
Master Gardeners of the Following Items
Prepare now for apple scab-Moisture this spring will
initiate the infection and defoliation of susceptible apples and
crabapples by the infamous apple scab fungus. The infection
begins shortly after bud break and becomes visible in early to
mid-June as moldy appearing blotches on leaves. Infected
leaves tum yellow and begin to drop from the tree in late June.
Repeated and severe defoliation over several years can result
in a weakened plant with increased susceptibility to pathogens
and insects.
The best way to avoid apple scab is to plant a resistant
variety. However, if you have a-susceptible apple or crabapple
and want to apply a fungicide to prevent infection you should
make the first application at or shortly after the green tip growth
stage (tips of buds are just showing the green or purple-red color
of leaves that will soon emerge). Captan and chlorothalonil
(sold as Daconil 2787) are labeled for ornamental apples.
Captan and benomyl are labeled for edible apples. Removal of
fallen leaves will help to slow the progression of the disease.
Lawn care questions have begun again! With our slow
spring, there's not a whole lot that needs to be done in the lawn
yet. You can rake up leaves and debris once soil feels firm
underfoot. W allcing around on soft, squishy soil serves to
compact it and make conditions worse for root growth.
You can overseed thin areas, again, once soil feels firm to
walk on. Though fall is the best time to seed, spring is second
best. And the earlier in spring you plant the grass, the better
chances it will have, even though cool temperatures may slow
germination.
If you' re seeding in an area that had lots of annual weeds
the year before, things like crabgrass or foxtail, use a special
pre-emergent in early May. You'll need to choose a product
with siduron (sometimes listed as tupersan) as its active ingredient. All other pre-emergent herbicides will prevent desirable
seeds from sprouting, right along with the weed seeds.
If you fertilized once or twice last fall, you need not fertilize
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DIAL-U/Continued
It is also possible for sowbugs that are outdoors to taJce
refuge insidehomesdunng spring rains. As water levels get too
high and threaten to drown sowbugs, they taJce refuge away
from the moisture which means they can accidently enter
buildings.
Sowbugs are harmless and do not survive more than a few
days indoors. The only necessary control is to sweep them up
as they are found. Insecticides are not necessary to kill the
owbugs found indoors because they are short-lived. They also
do not prevent more sow bugs already in the foundation or walls
from entering the interior of the building.
To prevent sowbugs in the future, caulk and seal cracks and
spaces around the foundation, doors, and ground-level windows. Keep leaves, mulch and other debris that sowbugs may
hide under cleaned up. See FS-1023, Sowbugs, Millipedes, and
Centipedes in the House.
Wasp nests found this time of year do not contain any live
wasp and can be removed without the threat of stings. The only
surviving wasps are the queens and they left the nest last fall.
After they mated, they took shelter under bark, stones, siding,
and similar protected sites. The rest of the colony, including the
old queen, died as freezing temperatures arrived last fall. These

new queens become active with spring's arrival and fly off to
find a place to start a new nest New queens do not reuse old
nests. If ignored, old nests eventually deteriorate and disappear. See F0-3732, Are They Wasps or Bees?
It's mole season once again. Moles are characterized by
having beak-like noses, tiny eyes, no visible ears, paddle-like
front teeth, large claws, velvety fur and stubby, hairless tails.
Evidence of mole activity is most obvious in their tunneling
systems. The shallow tunnels create irregular, snake-like
pressure ridges. Unfortunately, the tunneling activity may kill
plants and concern homeowners.
Trapping is probably the mostcosteffective control method.
The best time to trap is early spring when the pressure ridges are
first noticed. The two most commonly used traps are the
harpoon and the choker ~ap which may be purchased from
nurseries, hardware stores, or farm supply stores. See also FS1139, Moles and Shrews.
Other common calls include ants, especially carpenter ants,
and house plant insects.
Cynthia Ash
Deborah Brown
Plant Pathology
Horticulture
Julie Wermerskirchen
Wildlife

Jeffrey Hahn
Entomology
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